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Pantomime Review

Sleeping Beauty and the Beast
A child's eye view

This year's pantomime was a huge (such complete opposites in every
success; it is one of the best ever to be possible way!) The costumes were
shown at the lr{ew Beaconsfield Hall- All excellent and so \f,,:ere the scenery and the
the characters w'ere over the top. just how script. All in all it rn'as a really enjoyable
a good panto should be. I parricularly afternoon.
liked the Good Fairy and the Bad Fairy Michael Cradock, age 10

From a grown-up

tadition has groum sfronger and shoager Lord Elpus, Dudley Thoryson (viho
vrithin the Wychwoods- This ymr John 'elped direct the performnce) was the

' Drew wrote and produced "Sleeping dithering aristocrat. His twin sons (hero
Beauff and the Beast'": a delightful mix and villain), rvere both play,ed by Dar"e
of two fairy stories into which John wove Robson; causing endless confusion with

Pantomimes are an essential part of
Christmas and for some 15 years this

a multitude of localjokes,
soflre firnnier than others,
but all rib+ickling. As the
show progressod it became
clearthat the performers all
enjoyed their participation.

Star Perfiormers
Joh Trevers, as the
channing Good Fuiry,
compered the show with
eloquence, to the delight of
one and all. Gill
Thompson's Bad Fairy
brought forth loud "boos"
and "tisses"'- a must in
any panto- The Fairy ballet

Emilylrwis as Beaf5r and
Marlc Jessey as The Beast

pursuit of the Princess's hand in marriage
gave us the essential theme of the plot.

I fte'lr vmious wiles to win
the Princess- The Beast
frusfrated the evil
schemes offte bad son
and ensrred thatfus
love won the day. Of
course there were many
other deligfutful
characters in supporf all
so important to the
production.

Back stage support
The actors cannot
perform without support

from back stage. Space
prevents us mentioning all

set the scene with their dance and after
their 50 year sleep the mature dancers
gaye a polished performance. Tho regal
prmence ofKing IIam and Queen Syb{
attendedbyPages 1 and 2, were the
centrepiece around which the story
rmfolded- The Princess and hermaid
pmovided the feminine glamour and the

vfro contributed, but their efforts made
the production the success that it
undoubtedly was.
This pantomime must rate as one of the
most enjoyable we have sesn; we all look
forward to the next pantomime. Oh Yes
we do!
Hamish Harvey, age morc than 10
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